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to all technet members:

Thank you for your continued support of the TECHNET Professional Automotive Service Program.
Since 1997, Advance Auto Parts and CARQUEST have worked hard to create the best business
tools in the industry for our TECHNET Professional Automotive Service Program Members.
The information contained within this guide is the result of input from many experienced
individuals and groups, including the National TECHNET Advisory Council, TECHNET Local
Councils, Commercial Sales Managers (CSMs), and Director, Independent Sales (DIS) all with
objective of providing tools that deliver confidence to you and your customers. The content will
help establish closer working relationships with other TECHNET Members in your area, and your
servicing Advance Auto Parts or CARQUEST Store.
Reviewing the guide will take approximately two hours.
While you might want to read all the content in one sitting, we suggest you take it a section at
a time; considering how best to engage your team in support of the TECHNET Local Council
concept.
Your servicing Advance Auto Parts and/or CARQUEST Store are establishing a TECHNET Local
Council in every market because they desire stronger working relationships with everyone
involved. This guide is the critical first step.
As TECHNET Local Councils are established throughout the country, the goal is to help each
and every Member improve their business. The entire organization is committed to meeting this
objective.
We look forward to assisting you in your efforts and wish you continued success in the years
to come.

Sincerely,

Al Wheeler

John Hanighen

George Lesniak

SVP, Commercial Business

VP, Commercial Programs

Director, Commercial Programs
TECHNET
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Why a TECHNET Local Council
benefits you, the shop owner
The Purpose of a TECHNET
Local Council

The purpose of
forming a TECHNET
Local Council is to
assist all TECHNET
Members in growing
their business
and strengthen
relationships with their
servicing Advance or
CARQUEST team.

This guide is provided to all TECHNET Members, to ensure the proper
development of viable TECHNET Local Councils in as many markets as possible.
The purpose of forming a TECHNET Local Council is to assist all TECHNET
Members in growing their business and strengthen relationships with their
servicing Advance or CARQUEST team and create new relationships with other
TECHNET Members. Additionally, Local Councils will enhance the TECHNET
brand by assisting and developing a consistent experience for our customers
across the entire TECHNET network. Some of the many other benefits to this end
include:

Why start a council in your area:
-

Get to know other business Members that are dealing with the same
issues as you are
Better service and relationships with your local Advance or CARQUEST
team
Create relationships and alliances with other TECHNET Members
Education, training and implementation of the TECHNET Professional
Automotive Service Programs
Owner to owner sharing and mentoring in a safe and non-competitive
environment
Build a better future for you and your team
Be a part of the growing TECHNET nationwide program and help to
guide its development
Learn how other TECHNET Service Centers are successful through their
participation in other Local Councils

•

Long-term Member commitment. Forming a TECHNET Local Council will help
each TECHNET Member operate their business better and contribute to their
long-term market growth strategy.

•

Program implementation. A Council will help educate TECHNET Members
regarding how to use all of the TECHNET Professional Automotive Service
Program tools available and will provide the much-needed local support
mechanism to review and implement the various programs.

•

Training. A Council will help enforce the value of the CARQUEST Technical
Institute and Service Sales Academy programs and tools available. A council
can provide the needed customer base to target specific training programs.

•

Positive feedback. A Council setting provides an open platform to discuss
various topics in a positive manner and provide feedback from participating
TECHNET Members.
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•

Suggestions. A Council provides an environment for suggestions on
how to improve the TECHNET Professional Automotive Service Program
implementation at the local level as well as certain support programs. It’s also
a great place for TECHNET Members to contribute ideas for future programs.

•

Success stories. A Council can discuss individual success stories with the
participating TECHNET Members. There’s no greater testimony than having a
TECHNET business owner share his or her experiences, as a result of using a
program element successfully.

•

Support. A Council provides a terrific network of support within the Council
and among other Councils in the surrounding areas. This support can be in
relation to business needs such as diagnostic assistance, business advice and
consultation including Service Center layout and business growth strategies,
and other best business practices such as suggested compensation plans.

You’re Not Alone!
•

Advance and CARQUEST understand the day-to-day challenges of an
independent repair business owner. Talented technicians desiring to get out
on their own start the majority of automotive repair businesses – it’s their
American dream (and likely was yours) and it’s the foundation on which our
companies have built our business. However, while some technicians are
successful (and hopefully you are), many still feel very much alone in their
business.

•

Establishing a TECHNET Local Council will go a long way toward helping all
TECHNET Members (and the store that services them) feel like a major part
of a national team. They’ll begin to see that they are part of a bigger picture
and will start thinking broader.

Businesses can do
more together than
they can alone.

Fighting Your Competition
Businesses can do more together than they can alone. This is especially true
when competing with national chains and New Vehicle Dealers.
•

The challenge in today’s marketplace is that an independent repair facility
is at a distinct disadvantage in some areas of the automotive aftermarket
industry. In some cases, national chains may have four, five or more locations
within a given market, which tends to increase top-of-mind awareness to
consumers locally. For example, with four locations a national chain can
leverage its marketing dollars, with each location effectively only having a
25% share in the expense of any advertising, sponsorship or local event as
opposed to one location having 100% of the expense.

•

Another way to look at it is that a four-location business could get four times
the amount of advertising, in essence spending four times the amount that a
single location would spend. In short, the more a consumer sees a particular
brand in their area, regardless of the venue, the more they will tend to
remember the brand when it comes to deciding where to take their vehicle
for repairs and service. One TECHNET location in a market can’t achieve this
kind of awareness individually, but a Council can.
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starting your own TECHNET
Local Council
OK, We Need to Form a Council– How
and by Whom?
A number of tasks need to be performed in order to set up a successful meeting
and form a Council. The following outline defines duties for various individuals:
•

Preparation
is critical to the
establishment of
any Council.

Commercial Sales Manager (CSM) or Director, Independent Sales (DIS)
Responsibilities
Takes the lead in establishing each Council
Initiates interest and gains support in markets where Councils
make sense
Is the point person for the team effort of working with stores,
coordinating with other key managers assigned to make calls to invite
TECHNET Members in the area where a Council is being formed, as well
as making calls him/her self
Compiles information learned during initial calls on Members for the first
Council meeting
Facilitates the first meeting and presents the Council concept
Coordinates any guest speakers that each Council desires
Attends all Council meetings
Secures time during Council meetings to present new TECHNET
Professional Automotive Service Program enhancements
Assists in coordination of Council activities whenever possible

While the CSM or DIS should take the lead in developing all TECHNET Local
Councils, it should be a team effort. Therefore, the following managers should
likewise be involved where specific Councils are formed within their area:
•

District Manager (DM), Commercial Account Manager (CAM) or Account
Executive (AE) Responsibilities:
Works with the CSM where a Council is being formed to support any
store for which they are responsible in all areas of the development and
ongoing maintenance of a Council
Attends all Council meetings with his/her stores and secures attendance
by store personnel
‘Pinch hits’ for the CSM or DIS whenever he or she cannot attend a
particular Council meeting
Assists in coordination of Council activities whenever possible
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•

Store Owner/General Manager
Helps determine the first meeting date, location and time that is
convenient for the majority of TECHNET Members
Shares Council meeting expenses with Council Members
Works with the CSM in all areas of the development and ongoing
maintenance of a Council
Attends all Council meetings
Assists in coordination of Council activities whenever possible

Preparation
The CSM or DIS should determine markets in which a Council could be developed.
As a general rule, the Advance or CARQUEST team is encouraged to focus on
market areas where ten or more TECHNET Members could form a Council. This
could include two or more different stores or General Managers that can work
together, but all markets will be considered where TECHNET Members desire to
form a Council.
•

Once this is completed, an appointment should be made with each Store
Owner and General Manager in the target area in order to gain support
to establish a Council. The CSM will solicit support from the appropriate
managers listed above based upon their area of responsibility. At most, a
few days calling on the TECHNET Members regarding the first meeting will
be necessary. For smaller Councils, it will likely only take a day to personally
contact the Members in the area.

•

A firm date should be established prior to calling on the Members and
inviting them to their first meeting. The first meeting should be determined
by the Store Owner, CSM, DIS or General Manager and should be scheduled
at a time convenient for the Members and the store team (morning, mid-day
or evening). In the case of larger Councils, it is suggested that an additional
or alternate date and time be made available just in case the Members cannot
all attend the first date and time. This additional date should be within the
same week if at all possible.

•

With the meeting date and time established, the CSM and the managers
providing assistance should call on the Members in the area to explain the
purpose of the first meeting and gain the commitment to attend. These calls
should be divided equally between everyone involved in this process.

•

During the calls, all managers involved in calling on the Members in the
area where a Council is being established should find out what possible
advertising, training or local events each Member is currently supporting or
has supported in the past, as well as estimated expenses. More importantly,
which of these have been successful for the Members in their market? This
information can be a point of discussion during the first meeting in order to
open up a good dialogue among the TECHNET Members in attendance.
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•

Preparation is critical to the establishment of any Council, and the CSM
should be adequately prepared to conduct the first meeting. The appropriate
managers and store staff need to be in attendance as well. The CSM should
be aware of all information gathered during the initial calls to determine if any
common link exists between the TECHNET Members in terms of advertising,
training or support of local events. A special PowerPoint presentation has
been specifically designed to help facilitate the first meeting. Therefore, a
laptop computer, projector and screen will need to be made available. In
addition, the CSM should order enough copies of the TECHNET Local Council
Guidelines to distribute during the first meeting. These can be downloaded
from the TECHNET website.

EXPENSES FOR THE FIRST FEW MEETINGS
Since the servicing store(s) will benefit the most from forming a Council, the
store(s) should pick up the expense initially for the first few meetings (more
discussion on this later). With multiple stores involved, this expense should
be divided by the total number of TECHNET Members attending, and then
apportioned to each store based upon its number of Members.
•

For the first two meetings, the local store(s) is commonly expected to pick up
expenses. By the third Council meeting and thereafter, all meeting expenses
should be shared by the Council Members including sponsoring stores (meals,
room charges, advertising, training, local events, etc.). It is suggested that
no alcoholic beverages be funded by the Council. If a Member desires an
alcoholic beverage, he or she should purchase it on his or her own.

•

While some CARQUEST Store Owners/Advance Auto Parts may desire to pick
up these meeting expenses, it should certainly not be expected – especially
within the membership that is being developed. A good suggestion would be
that, since these meetings really are not considered a promotional meeting,
each Member could pick up his or her own cost of meals.

Suggested Meeting Locations
Council meetings should be held at a centralized location. Most hotels have
meeting rooms available for a small charge. In many cases, hotels will waive any
room charges if the Council has dinner. Another choice could be a restaurant that
has a room separated from its main dining area. While some Council meetings
can be conducted at a store location, it is recommended that the first few
meetings, as well as the majority of future meetings, be held at the locations
indicated above.
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Possible Meal Considerations
It’s best to select menu items prior to the meeting and have the hotel or
restaurant print a short menu for the Council. This will speed up the order
process, as well as help to control the expenses. A beef, chicken and fish selection
is best to accommodate most tastes. If available, a buffet is also an excellent
consideration.

Anticipated Meeting Expenses
While expenses vary depending on the location selection, a good average range
to target is about $15.00 to $20.00 per attendee (in many cases, including the
meeting room). Again, it all depends on the location of the meeting, the market
area and the type of meal selection available.
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CONDUCTING COUNCIL MEETINGS
The First Meeting – Establish
a local Council
The goal of the first meeting is to establish a TECHNET Local Council. It is
recommended that the CSM use the PowerPoint presentation prepared especially
for this meeting by the TECHNET Headquarters team. The CSM should assign
someone to take brief notes of this first meeting and provide them to the
individual appointed within the Council to handle this responsibility. Using this
presentation and the bullet points below will give you your discussion points.
The first order
of business is the
appointment of
certain individuals
to handle various
responsibilities on
behalf of the Council.

This first meeting (including meals) should take no more than one and a half
hours and should cover the following topics:
•

Welcome and introductions���������������������������������������������������������������������� 20 Minutes

The first order of business during this meeting is for the CARQUEST Store Owner
or the Advance/CARQUEST General Manager to thank the Members for taking
time away from their families to attend. It is then suggested that each Member
and all attendees introduce themselves and provide a brief history.
•

Goal of the meeting – what can be accomplished together as
a Council������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������5 Minutes

The CSM should outline the goal of the meeting and what can be accomplished
together as a Council as indicated within the presentation material.
•

Distribute and read the Anti-Trust law document

•

Open discussion/questions���������������������������������������������������������������������������7 Minutes

An open discussion of some common links in advertising, training and community
events and/or sponsorships should take place, indicating what the Council could
consider for their local market.
•

Distribute Guidelines Booklet/overview����������������������������������������������������5 Minutes

The CSM provides a copy of the Guidelines Booklet to each attendee (or should
have each Member bring their copy that was included within the New Member
Welcome Kit) and highlights the contents. All attendees are then encouraged to
review the guidelines prior to the second Council meeting.
•

Nomination/appointment of certain responsibilities depending
on size of Council��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������8 Minutes
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The first order of business is the appointment of certain individuals to handle
various responsibilities on behalf of the Council. For all Councils, a chairman
needs to be nominated. From there, depending on the number of Members within
the Council, there will be other appointments to consider.
An organizational chart has been created to help determine what appointments
could be made for each Council. Depending on the size of the Council, it is
recommended to have the Council consider the following appointments
(see below).

Local Council Suggested Structure
Depending on the size of the group, it is recommended to have the group consider the following appointments:

Total Council
Members
Up to 5

Recommended
Appointments
Chairman

6 to 9

10 to 19

20 to 49

50 or
More

•

Secretary

Meeting Coordinator

Communications Coordinator
Training Coordinator

Advertising Coordinator
Event Coordinator

Nomination/appointment of certain responsibilities depending on size of
Council

Again, the above are only suggestions and any size Council can have any of
the above appointments mentioned should the Council deem them necessary.
Appointments will assist with spreading out the various Council responsibilities
so that no one individual has too much to accomplish. In all cases, Members
appointed to areas of responsibilities form the steering committee of the Council,
acting as the main communication arm for all Council Members.
Since the meeting is drawing to a close, the most appointments that the Council
should consider during this meeting would be a chairman and a secretary. The
CSM should review the terms of service for all areas of responsibilities with
the Council for these two appointments. It is recommended that the Council
Members nominate their choice for these appointments rather than anyone from
Advance or CARQUEST, although the CSM can facilitate the appointments (i.e.,
‘who would the Council like to be nominated for chairman?’ and so on). More than
one individual can be nominated for an appointment. In this case, the Council
should vote on each individual. A simple majority appoints the individual for the
nomination.
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With the nominations complete, then a motion to confirm the appointment of
each specific individual is called. With each motion, someone within the Council
should second the motion. With that completed a call for ‘all those in favor’
and ‘all those opposed’ needs to be performed. A simple majority carries the
nomination and appoints each individual.
The new chairman (and if appointed, the secretary) will begin their
responsibilities during the second Council meeting (they’ll need time to prepare).
•

Members should be
reminded to review
their copy of the
guidelines, as well as
bring their TECHNET
Essentials Guide.

Submit Council Registration Request Form to TECHNET
Headquarters����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������3 Minutes

With the decision to move forward as a Council, the CSM will communicate to the
Council that he/she will complete the ‘Council Registration Request Form’ on the
new Council’s behalf and submit it to TECHNET Headquarters for registration. The
CSM should complete the ‘Council Registration Request Form’ as soon as possible
after this meeting and forward it to TECHNET Headquarters for review. (A copy
of this form is included within the ‘Council Resources’ tab.) A copy of this form
should be provided to the chairman, as it will contain all Council Member contact
information for the new Council.
TECHNET Headquarters will send a Welcome Letter to the newly appointed
chairman, as well as a copy to the Store Owner or General Manager and the CSM.
This letter should be read during the second meeting.
•

Next meeting topics, confirm date, time and location,
Q & A, close������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������8 Minutes

The CSM provides an overview of what the Council will need to accomplish
during their next meeting, including additional appointments as determined
by the Council. The chairman will preside during the second meeting. The next
meeting date, time and location should be determined, and all Members should
be encouraged to review the guidelines, as well as remind each Member to bring
their TECHNET Essentials Guide with them for the next meeting.
The Council then discusses any other questions and answers. The CSM and
chairman should note any topics requiring follow-up. The meeting is adjourned.

The Second Meeting – Determine
Council Direction
The goal of the second meeting is to help the new Council establish their goals
and determine their initial direction. The chairman should preside over all Council
meetings, beginning with this one. It is recommended that the CSM work closely
with the newly appointed chairman regarding preparation for this meeting
(since it will be his or her first meeting in which they preside). A PowerPoint
presentation has been prepared for assistance.
Preparation for this second Council meeting should include a number of topics.
Prior to this meeting, the chairman and/or secretary should contact all the
Council Members and remind them of the meeting date, time and location. In
addition, Members should be reminded to review their copy of the guidelines, as
well as bring their TECHNET Essentials Guide.
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Depending on the size of the Council, additional appointments may need
to be made during this meeting. The chairman and secretary should discuss
what appointments are needed, as well as possible nominees. Nominees can
be contacted prior to the meeting to solicit their thoughts and gain their
commitment. An easel should be available during this meeting for use by the
chairman.
This second meeting (including meals) should take no more than two hours
(one and a half hours of dedicated meeting time) and should cover the
following topics:
•

Welcome/reading of TECHNET Headquarters greeting
(if received prior to this meeting)���������������������������������������������������������������5 Minutes

The chairman opens the meeting by welcoming the Council Members, as well
as recognizing any visitors. A reading of the TECHNET Headquarters Welcome
Letter should take place. This letter will also include the assigned Chapter
Number for the established Council.
The secretary (if appointed) should begin taking minutes of the meeting;
otherwise the chairman should assign a Council Member to take notes on behalf
of the Council. Copies of each meeting minutes should be provided to all Council
Members shortly after the conclusion of each meeting (usually within 48 hours).
They can be emailed to the Council Members if so desired. Beginning with the
third meeting, the secretary (or designated Council Member) should provide a
brief overview of the previous meeting minutes.
•

Additional appointments�������������������������������������������������������������������������������5 Minutes

The chairman should discuss any additional appointments needed for the Council,
as well as the possible nominees. Any additional Members desiring to serve for
those specific appointments should be solicited. With the nominations complete,
the appointment process and Council vote should be performed for each
individual. A simple majority carries the nomination and appoints each individual.
•

Establishing Council goals������������������������������������������������������������������������� 25 Minutes

The chairman should engage the Council in a discussion about what the Council
would like to accomplish together during the balance of the year and possibly the
following year (especially if the Council has formed late in the current year).
The chairman should lead the Council toward what they would like to accomplish
together locally, whether it’s to advertise, support a local event or charity or to
have their own training region and so on. The chairman should use an easel to
write down all suggestions, categorizing each idea and taping these sheets on the
walls within the room (if allowed at the meeting location).
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After this exercise, the chairman should engage the Members in a discussion of
which ideas matter most to the Council. Where necessary, the chairman may ask
for a vote on some suggestions in order to prioritize the most important needs
of the Council. Once this has taken place, the chairman should assign certain
Members to research what would be involved with each area of focus, as well as
the associated expenses.
• Establish regular meeting dates and times�������������������������������������������������10 Minutes
The chairman should now establish a regular meeting schedule for the Council.
It is recommended that the Council try to meet on a monthly basis, although
initially it might be appropriate to meet every other month, but not less than
quarterly. The remaining current year of meeting dates and times should be
established and voted on by the Council. Once these dates are agreed upon, they
are motioned and seconded, with a vote for all in favor. As with all votes, a simple
majority passes the motion.
Regardless of how often the entire Council has decided to meet together, it
is recommended that the steering committee (all appointed Members) meet
together at least once a month, possibly over lunch to discuss any topics that
need follow-up on behalf of the Council. These lunches should be shared by the
Council Members including the sponsoring stores, as long as they are voted on
and approved by the Council and that official Council business was the primary
discussion.
Every meeting should have a goal of each Member taking home with them a
good idea or new concept to assist their business grow and develop.
•

Review of TECHNET Essentials Guide contents or selected
program element(s)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 25 Minutes

The chairman should then ask the CSM to provide either an overview (30,000foot level) of the TECHNET Essentials Guide and the many program elements
included and available through the TECHNET Professional Automotive Service
Program – or selected elements as requested by the Council during the meeting.
The CSM should be prepared to review at least the key program elements of
the TECHNET Professional Automotive Service Program (i.e., 24/24 Consumer
Protection Warranty, Virtual Vehicle, etc.). Should any questions arise that the
CSM cannot answer, the CSM will follow up and address these during the next
meeting. The meeting is then turned back to the chairman.
•

Additional open discussions, Q & A����������������������������������������������������������10 Minutes

At this point the chairman asks if there are any other issues that the Council
should discuss. Should any additional assignments need to be made, the
chairman can ask for volunteers or can assign certain tasks to the steering
committee Members for follow-up during the next meeting.
•

Determine next meeting topics, guest speaker(s) for next/future
meeting(s), confirm date, time and location of next Council meeting,
Q & A, close������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������5 Minutes
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The chairman now requests any Council topics the Members would like to discuss
during their next meeting or future meetings. Any suggestions should be defined
to make sure that everyone feels the suggested topics would benefit the Council,
and these topics would then be put on the agenda for the next meeting. The
chairman then solicits suggestions for guest speakers the Council would like to
see, either at the next meeting or in future meetings. A Member of the steering
committee or an assigned Council Member would follow up all suggestions.
The chairman would then verify the next meeting date and time for the Council.
The chairman should then thank the Council Members for their attendance and
participation during the meeting, as well as those who attended from Advance or
CARQUEST and any guest speakers. The chairman then adjourns the meeting.
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Council Resources and Topics
for Future Meetings
Recommended Agenda for All Future
Meetings
After the third meeting, the Council is very likely heading in the right direction.
Therefore, it is recommended that all future meetings follow this simple format:

WELCOME
The chairman calls the meeting to order and begins by welcoming the Council
Members, as well as recognizing any visitors and guest speaker(s) for the
meeting.

New member introductions
Reintroduce all the Council Members (if appropriate); as well as introduce
any new Members joining the Council or considering joining the TECHNET
Professional Automotive Service Program and the Council.

Brief review of last meeting minutes by secretary
A brief review of the last meeting minutes should be read by the secretary. Any
open items from the previous meeting should be highlighted, as well as any
assignments given to Members to research on behalf of the Council.

Follow-up on previous meeting discussion/assignments
Any assignments from the previous meeting should be addressed. The chairman
would request that individual Members assigned to a project from the last
meeting provide a brief update on their findings.

Pre-arranged guest speaker(s)
The chairman introduces any guest speaker(s) on the agenda and thanks them
for their participation when they are finished speaking.
Determine topics and guest speaker(s) for next/future meeting(s); confirm date,
time and location of next Council meeting.
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The chairman requests any Council topics the Members would like to discuss
during their next meeting. Any suggestions should be defined to make sure that
everyone feels the suggested topics would benefit the Council, and these topics
would then be put on the agenda for the next meeting. The chairman would ask
for suggestions for guest speakers the Council would like to see, either at the
next meeting or in future meetings. Any suggestions would be followed up on by
assignment from the chairman. The chairman verifies the next meeting date, time
and location for the Council.

CLOSE
The chairman thanks the Council Members for their attendance and participation
during the meeting, as well as thanking those that attended from Advance or
CARQUEST and any guest speakers. The chairman then adjourns the meeting.
The following provides various topics and activities that each Council is
encouraged to consider during their meetings. Each can provide a value to the
Council and individual Members by contributing to the growth of their businesses.

Be sure to follow
a consistent agenda
format at meetings.
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Council Marketing and advertising
Council advertising will likely be the subject of ongoing discussion at many meetings.
It is recommended that group advertising and training expenses be divided among
the Local Council Members.
There are many ‘guerrilla marketing’ techniques that only require a relatively small
investment, but can yield some excellent results. While the Council could begin
working with an advertising or marketing agency (and this is encouraged once the
Council is established and has gained some local experience), it might be better to
allow each Council to initially perform small, local forms of advertising on their own in
order to gain some valuable Council experience.

The key to
successful advertising
is consistency.

It is for this reason that the following ‘guerrilla marketing’ methods are listed first
within this guide in order to help the Council Members focus on local and more
affordable advertising. Once some experience is gained in these areas, the Council
could then elect to perform more print advertising, perhaps inviting an advertising
agency in to discuss future plans.
The key to successful advertising is consistency. Doing so keeps the Council of
TECHNET Service Centers foremost in the minds of not only current customers, but
more importantly of potential new customers. Because different media reach different
consumers, the best advertising begins with a well thought out multimedia approach.
Therefore, a well-balanced local marketing plan should include guerrilla marketing,
then print and finally local brand building.

Guerrilla Marketing Methods
Depending upon whom the Council is trying to reach, alternative media provides
affordable options for achieving a Council’s advertising objectives. Consider checking
the availability of some of these alternative media within the Council market:

CRM SOLUTIONS
•

One of the easiest and most affordable ways to employ guerrilla marketing
is to utilize a CRM Program such as MotoRev, MechanicNet or others. The
program targets existing customers via email. Since each Member already
has a relationship with their own customers, customers tend to read the email
since it’s from someone they trust. The program also automatically contacts
every customer after each visit to solicit comments about the service received.
Additionally, automatic service reminders are generated, online scheduling can
be accepted and promotions can be easily generated in a manner of minutes.
Just imagine the impact in a market where all the Council Members participate
in the program!
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Custom Website for Council
•

Advance and CARQUEST offer custom website and emarketing solutions for
all TECHNET Members via AutoShop Solutions. With this service each Member
can have their own custom website including a vanity web address, custom
development and hosting, site search optimization and custom coupon offers
that consumers can print and use to take advantage of the offer. They also
can view how many visitors are coming to their custom website and much
more. Additionally, this service ensures that all custom websites meet all of
the TECHNET standards and requirements. As a Council, Members could list
the same current coupon offering on their individual websites to further build
continuity. There are other custom website providers such as local firms the
Council may want to consider.

MOVIE Theaters
•

Advertising can be placed on film or slides and inserted before or between
previews at movie theaters.

Ads designed for this medium often invite viewers to bring in their ticket stubs to
receive a discount on selected services. Ads can be placed within all previews or
selected movies and/or ratings to target specific audiences. Movie theaters tend to
create a larger-than-life impact due to the big screen. They also reach a “captive
audience” (the audience can’t just change the channel or fast-forward past your
message). Lastly, movie theater advertising can accommodate a wide range of
advertising budgets, depending upon the production techniques used (i.e., still
frames vs. animation).
Ticket Stubs / Scoreboards / Stadium Billboards / Community Theater /
Civic Clubs / High School Teams / Local Charity Events
•

There are many smaller venues that can work locally. Some of these include
ticket stubs, scoreboard sponsorships and stadium billboards. In addition, small
community theaters, civic clubs, high school teams and local charity events
can advertise their supporters in return for sponsoring the organization. By
supporting the local community, the Council can build their image of quality
and trust even further.

Donations of Safety Equipment or
Other Items Needed by the Community
•

There has been much discussion regarding the safety within parks, schools or
wherever children play. It’s possible for a Council to consider the donation of
certain safety equipment (or funds towards purchasing certain equipment)
as defined by local authorities or expressed as a need by a local community.
Equipment such as breakaway bases for a baseball field, an emergency heart
defibrillator, eye wash stations, etc., could be donated as a Council. In return,
the organization will likely recognize the Council in some special way that will
make a lasting impression on the community. Think outside the box and look for
opportunities to ‘give back’ to the community.
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Social Marketing/Search Engine
Marketing Activities
•

Council Members should individually have their own website and be
leveraging email marketing tactics to their customers of record. Search
engine participation and reviews monitoring should be done on sites such
as Google, Facebook, Twitter, Yahoo, Yelp and Bing. Search Engine/Reviews
marketing activities are a growing and very important marketing activity for
the Members individually and collectively as a Local Council.

Outbound Electronic Marketing
•

Marketing efforts by the individual Members or the Council can be done on
outbound electronic sites such as Groupon, Living Social, and Facebook Ad
Options. More information on these types of outbound marketing tactics can
be found on their websites.

Buses/Public Transportation
•

Buses, taxis, trams and trolleys sometimes sell space both inside and out. This
medium is inexpensive compared to traditional media and can capture the
attention of consumers while they are in transit – a time when your message
might be more relevant. When ads are featured inside the vehicle, you reach
a captive audience. An ad outside of the vehicle provides a moving billboard
where short messages are more effective and exposure is dramatically
increased.

Specialty Magazines/Newsletters
•

Publications such as city/suburb magazines or car club newsletters offer
a less expensive alternative to newspapers and provide a more targeted,
efficient approach to advertising. For this medium to be effective it is
important to select the right publication that will put the message in the right
hands – those quality customers that the Council is trying to attract.

Radio Talk Shows
•

A number of TECHNET Members have elected to either sponsor or host
their own radio talk shows. Their objectives include educating the public on
the complexity of today’s vehicles, taking live questions from consumers
and addressing these questions in a way that most consumers can easily
understand. This creates a favorable image for TECHNET Service Centers
within the reach of the station, promoting and building upon consumer trust
through accurate knowledge and professionalism. Talk show fees have a wide
range depending on the market and reach of the station and its affiliation.
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ATM Receipts
•

In some markets, automatic teller machine vendors sell advertising space
on their ATM receipts. To explore the possibilities in an area, contact teller
machine vendors at the number given on the side of the machine and work
from there, or ask the local bank that distributes the rolls for the machine.

Community Newsletters
•

Many planned communities produce a newsletter. If the Council is in close
proximity, the Council could contact the community office to find out what
advertising space is available and when.

Grocery Carts/Bags
•

Many grocery chains offer advertising space on their carts and bags.
Generally, you have to contact the local store manager to get the number of
someone at a state, local or national level who is in charge of marketing or
advertising.

Armed Forces Considerations
•

With many Armed Forces going overseas, a possible Council consideration
would be to provide families of our Armed Forces something to show local
appreciation. Some TECHNET Service Centers have found it’s helpful to
provide a free vehicle inspection to all vehicles of a family member scheduled
for a tour of duty. Any needed repairs found could be discussed with the
Member prior to their tour of duty and a pre-determined percentage of
savings on parts, etc. might be made for these vehicles and so on. As a
Council, this could be offered simply by a flyer available at each TECHNET
Service Center – or could be advertised within certain appropriate military
newsletters or other appropriate military venues.
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Print Marketing tactics
On the following pages there are many of the pros and cons of various types
of print advertising media so that the Council can make an informed decision
regarding their plans.

Shopper Magazines
Pros
-

-

Recognized as a source of “for sale” information
Easy to use without the assistance of an ad agency
Allows the consumer time to understand the offer(s)
Allows the Council to include the complete name, location and
phone numbers of the Council Members, along with other important
information
The inclusion of coupons allows the Council to see the advertising “at
work” and to measure the results
Published to cover sections of cities, allowing the Council to reach the
targeted audience more efficiently
Less expensive than newspaper advertising

Cons
-

Generally no editorial or features
Readership not guaranteed
Weekly formats can be highly cluttered
Rates are generally non-negotiable

Shopper Magazines Summary
This could be a good option in markets with shoppers that are known for
producing results or in major metro area markets where shoppers cover a
“cluster” of TECHNET Service Centers within the Council. This medium is most
effective when advertising specific service or repair offers.
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NEWSPAPER
Pros
-

-

Recognized as a primary source for automotive service and repair ads
Easy to use without the assistance of an ad agency
Allows the consumer time to understand the offer(s)
Allows the Council to include the complete name, location and
phone numbers of the Council Members, along with other important
information
The inclusion of coupons allow the Council to see the advertising “at
work” and to measure the results

Cons
-

Decline in readership during the past decade
Too expensive in “A” markets (unless a Council is involved)
Ad may not be noticed by prospects
Reproduction can be poor, especially with multiple colors
Blanket market coverage means the Council may pay for more than is
needed
Rates are generally non-negotiable

Newspaper Summary
Newspaper is a good option in “A” markets where a Council can participate.
However, it also provides an excellent opportunity in smaller markets where rates
are lower and the newspaper has fewer sections and pages to ensure higher ad
visibility. Newspaper advertising is most effective when it focuses on a specific
service or repair offer. Newspapers reach a wide range of people for a low cost
per impression. Check with the local newspaper representative to see if the
Council can just advertise in certain distribution zones within the areas from
which the Council would typically attract customers.
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DIRECT MAIL
Pros
-

-

Allows the Council to reach a targeted audience with focused mailing
lists
Allows the Council to address the consumer by name, adding a personal
touch
Allows the consumer time to understand the offer(s)
Allows the Council to include the complete name, location and
phone numbers of the Council Members, along with other important
information
Results can be measured if consumers are asked to bring in the piece to
redeem offer
Information about the consumer can be captured for future use

Cons
-

Historically low response rates (about 2 percent)
If using 3rd-class postage, this often means lower “timely” deliverability
Message or offer can get lost in “perceived” clutter

Direct Mail Summary
A Council can custom-build and send direct mailings to their existing list of
customers who traditionally spend more on service and repairs, thereby reaching
the best customers with offers that they’ll most likely respond to. This medium
is more effectively used in conjunction with other resources, such as local cable
and radio advertising. Direct mail can be sent to a specific Member’s existing
customer base (with no waste coverage), or potential new customers within a
certain ZIP code, etc. Piggybacking the mailing (i.e., including in a “Welcome
Wagon kit”) can reduce overall costs.
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New Movers Program
Pros
-

Specifically targets new movers within a specific pre-defined area
Control of exclusive special offers only to targeted consumers
Good control of quantity of mailings within mailing period
Usually no long term commitments
Excellent for complete message of offers
Allows the consumer time to understand the offer(s)
Relatively inexpensive when compared to other direct mail or
saturation mail
Results can be measured if consumers are asked to bring in the piece to
redeem offer
Information about the consumer can be captured for future use

Cons
-

Possible “perceived” clutter if company merges other offers within
the mailing
Mailings could be limited depending on market
Not a good media for Council advertising if the Council can’t agree on a
specific offer that is honored at all locations
Rates are generally non-negotiable
Possible higher minimum mailing commitment with some mailing
companies

New Mover Program Summary
This media targets potential new customers moving into the area. Consider an
offer of exceptional value (‘Welcome to the neighborhood’), but one that also
promotes quality. This type of media may be best suited for a single location,
although an offer made available by the entire Council can provide consumers
with a great selection of locations closest to their home.
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integrated marketing tactics
Brand-Building Marketing
On the following pages are many of the pros and cons of various types of brandbuilding marketing so that the Council can make an informed decision regarding
their plans.

RADIO
Pros
-

Relatively easy to use
Great flexibility
Most consumers hear ads while driving during peak driving periods
Wide variety of large-market stations allow the Council to target their

-

audience
Builds awareness of products, services and events
Excellent support medium for print or outdoor billboards
Excellent secondary medium for television ads
Great opportunity for adjacencies for traffic and news

Cons
-

Poor medium for location, phone number, hours, etc. for Council
advertising
Primarily a local medium, smaller budgets may not allow for multistation buys necessary in “A” markets
People tend to scan the dial when commercials are played

Radio Summary
To gain new customers, the advertising should incorporate the service offer
and price. With Council advertising, it’s better to mention to visit the TECHNET
location in the area or mention one or two specific Member’s name, address and
phone number in rotation. There may be other specific information the Council
would want to include to help “drive” business, but radio alone cannot do this
effectively.
Radio may be a good choice to support print campaigns in smaller markets
where there are lower rates and fewer stations to choose from. Multi-station buys
in “A” markets, however, have proven too costly to support an adequate print or
outdoor billboard campaign. Radio reaches people when they’re in their car and
thinking about their vehicles. Individual station programming formats make it
easy to target specific audiences. The Council can also dictate the time of day
(i.e., morning “drive time”) when the ad runs.
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Radio Show Remote Broadcast
Many local radio stations make a remote broadcast available to their advertisers,
sometimes included with an advertising package or special buy. It is best to have
an event that the Council has committed to or a local promotion in order to raise
awareness within the community. With any remote broadcast, listeners should
be asked to stop by and visit the Member where the remote is being held and
either enter to win something or receive something just for stopping by. Even
supporting a charity drive like Toys for Tots, etc., can be very effective within the
community when combined with a remote broadcast.

Outdoor Billboards
Pros
-

30-day “Main Street” exposure — can identify the name and location of
selected Council Members in the ad
Lowest cost-per-thousand for consumers reached — “At work 24/7”
Boards can be “rented” near some Council Member locations

Cons
-

Some markets have few or no suitable locations
Can be costly in major metro markets
Limited advertising message
Limited reach depending on market size
Possible high production cost

Outdoor Billboards Summary
Outdoor advertising provides an excellent medium for introducing TECHNET
into the community or highlighting some specific locations. Additional campaign
impact can be achieved when outdoor billboards are combined with a cable
TV schedule or a direct mail blitz. One billboard ad for 30 consecutive days is
roughly equivalent in cost to one or two newspaper ads.
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Local Cable
Pros
-

Due to the multitude of cable companies, a specific market area can be
targeted more effectively
Programming allows you to reach a specific audience
Local cable ad rates are relatively inexpensive
Lower cost allows greater frequency

Cons
-

Penetration varies from medium to low in rural markets
May be difficult to determine which stations to buy
Production cost of TV spot may be a consideration
Targeting customers that are not within your service area

Local Cable Summary
Cable TV is frequently the only cost-effective way to gain TV exposure. Thirtysecond spots may be no more expensive than comparable radio advertising,
but the combined dynamics of sight and sound will convey the Council’s
message more effectively. Excellent campaign impact is possible when cable
TV supplements newspaper, outdoor billboards or direct mail advertising. Cable
TV, like radio, is an easy way to target specific audiences. That’s because cable’s
highly targeted channels (HGTV, ESPN, etc.), serve predictable audiences.
Should a local business or business owner be featured, care should be exercised to
ensure that the ad projects the proper appearance that is in-line with all TECHNET
Professional Automotive Service Program standards.
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FIELD TRIP IDEAS
Council visits to each
member’s facility
A great way to share ideas is to plan onsite visits. Depending on the number of
Council Members, the Council could possibly visit a Member’s place of business
each month, alternating these visits throughout the year so that all Members’
facilities have been visited.
The purpose of these visits is twofold. First, to allow each Member to highlight
to the Council the positive attributes of their business, including the look of the
facility, workflow, customer receiving area, service desk and so on. Discussion
of these positive aspects of the Member’s business will not only assist the
other Council Members by providing good business ideas, but also add to the
confidence level of the Member being visited. Secondly, the Member being visited
by the Council should receive suggestions by the Council on how to improve their
business in other areas. Each Member should welcome these suggestions and
make plans to implement them within their business over time.

Distribution Center visit
Many of our TECHNET Members have never visited their servicing Distribution
Center (DC). It can be a real eye-opener for Members to see firsthand how a
Distribution Center is operated, how inventory is maintained and how products
are shipped to our stores. More importantly, the Council Members can put faces
with names and be introduced to many of the managers, thereby building their
overall relationship.
It is recommended that the Store Owner, General Manager or CSM help schedule
and coordinate this visit with DC management. Once the date of the visit has
been set, all Members of the Council should be notified as soon as possible by the
steering committee. The CSM, Store Owner or General Manager and the steering
committee should coordinate travel plans to and from the DC. During the visit, a
Council meeting either at the DC or during a scheduled event could take place as
well. Expenses associated with the visit should be shared by the Council Members
including sponsoring stores.
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another Council visit
In certain situations, a Council might consider visiting another Council in close
proximity to their area. This is certainly encouraged, since ideas can be shared
for the mutual benefit of the Members as well as the servicing Advance or
CARQUEST team. In addition, the Councils may decide to even do combined
advertising, training or other community events that could benefit a wider area
and gain additional brand recognition. It is recommended that the chairman of
one Council be put in contact with other Council chairmen so that they can work
out the details to present to their respective Councils.
A Council serviced by an independent store can arrange to visit another Council
serviced by independent stores or a company-owned store, etc. The goal here is
for each Council to pick up additional ways to grow their business, as well as look
at different ways to bring the Councils and the Council Members closer together.

Power User visit
Power Users are TECHNET Members who utilize three or more of the program
elements, such as Nationwide Warranty, CarCareONE® and the CareerBuilder®
program, as well as many other TECHNET Professional Automotive Service
Program elements. A Council or certain Members of a Council could schedule
a visit to a Power User’s facility to get better acquainted with how the above
programs can be utilized to their fullest potential. The CSM should be contacted
to arrange for such a visit on behalf of the interested Council Members.

Council getaway retreat
While working together within a Council does develop a closer relationship
with other Council Members and the Store Owner or General Manager, nothing
can bring a relationship closer than getting away for a few days with family
and friends. While the Council could go anywhere, it’s usually best to plan on
a place that might be within a few hours driving time, although it all depends
on what the Council would like to do, where they would like to go and what
agreed-to expenses are shared by the Council Members including sponsoring
stores to support the retreat. It would be recommended that Members cover
their own expenses wherever possible since the Council will likely not have 100%
participation, although many hotels, resorts, etc., do provide Council rates. In any
event, any expenses shared by Council Members, including sponsoring stores,
would need to be motioned, seconded, voted upon, and carried by the Council.

manufacturer plant visit
At times, certain Advance Auto Parts manufacturers make plant tours available.
A Council can certainly request a tour or even combine the tour with specific
manufacturer training if available. It is suggested that the CSM work with the
stores and manufacturers to facilitate a plant visit. Expenses associated with this
tour (travel, hotel, meals, etc.) can usually be divided among the manufacturer,
DC, store(s) and Council. Planning this event far in advance will contribute to a
successful event.
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Subletting to Council Members
A true partnership not only includes the store working with its TECHNET
Members, but more importantly, TECHNET Members working together. This
should certainly be true of any sublet work opportunities that may exist within
the Council. There are some Council Members that may not have an alignment
rack and may currently be subletting this work out to a local tire store rather
than a Member in the area. Other areas may include (but are not limited to) air
conditioning services or repair.

A true partnership =
TECHNET Members
working together.

With any good membership, it should be understood by all that when a Council
Member performs sublet work for other Members, he or she would by no means
entice a particular consumer to come back to his or her facility. On the contrary,
should he or she have a discussion with the consumer, the Member performing
the sublet work would strongly endorse the Member that recommended the
customer to them.
A good way to communicate this message to consumers is as simple as saying,
“We’re all part of the TECHNET Professional Automotive Service family and we
all work together to make sure that your needs are taken care of by the best
technicians available in the area. We all agree to never suggest service or repair
that isn’t needed. This is really the best way for us to earn your trust and have
the opportunity to help you take care of your vehicle investment. Thank you for
visiting us and we know that (name of the TECHNET Member that referred the
customer) will continue to take care of your needs. Should (name of TECHNET
Member) need to refer you to us again, we’ll be glad to take care of you.”
This will further promote complete trust among Council Members, as well as bring
the Council closer together as a team, conveying a message of unity and trust
within the local community. Each Council is encouraged to discuss a common
message they deem appropriate that they might use within their referral process.
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Guest Speaker Possibilities
While guest speakers can certainly be recommended by the TECHNET team, the
Council Members should really determine what guest speakers they desire to
attend and present at their meetings and should consider all areas of need for
their businesses. Guest speakers can oftentimes help the Council see the ‘bigger
picture’ about their particular subject and cause the Council Members to see
things differently than in the past. Speakers should serve to provide fresh ideas or
clarify ideas about the particular subject matter so that the Council can make an
informed decision.

Some guest speaker possibilities include:
Speakers should
serve to provide fresh
ideas or clarify ideas
about the particular
subject matter so that
the Council can make
informed decisions.

•

Specific TECHNET Essentials Guide Vendor Representative

Councils are encouraged to invite certain vendor representatives that provide
or administer a specific TECHNET Professional Automotive Service Program
included within the TECHNET Essentials Guide to discuss ways to better
implement the program within their businesses. Representatives from Cintas, Car
Care One, Sonsio and AutoShop Solutions are only some of the great resources
available. Each can provide a representative that would appreciate dedicated
time to address, educate and solicit input from the Council. Scheduling should
be done well in advance. A current listing of national support vendors are found
within the TECHNET Essentials Guide.
•

Business Management Representatives

The Council can certainly benefit from inviting certain business management
representatives to discuss an overview of their business training classes. Usually
these speakers will require that their expenses be covered to attend and present.
Advance and CARQUEST currently offer business training courses by the
following:
•

CARQUEST Technical Institute
Automotive Technical Institute

TECHNET National Advisory Council Member – current or past Member

Each Member of the National Advisory Council serves for two years and is
nominated to serve on the Council based upon their experience, industry insight
and support of the TECHNET Professional Automotive Service Program. This
individual should be invited and discussion topics should be determined well in
advance. It would also be appropriate for the Council to take care of the expenses
incurred by this individual in order to attend a Council meeting.
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•

TECHNET Professional Automotive Service Members

At times, another TECHNET Professional Automotive Service Center owner that
is outside the Council can be invited to discuss certain topics with the Council.
This should be an owner that excels in a certain area of Council interest. Again,
scheduling should be done well in advance and the Council should consider
taking care of any appropriate expenses incurred by the individual to attend the
Council meeting.
•

Advertising Agency Representative

Should the Council desire to do Council advertising, it is recommended that
a qualified advertising agency be contacted. Advance and CARQUEST have
a number of agencies available to help the Council Members get started and
develop a plan for the year. It is recommended that the Council use an agency
that is familiar with Advance or CARQUEST and one that has performed
successfully over the years. The Council can work with a local agency within their
community.
•

Local Community Event Representative

With an upcoming community event opportunity for the Council, a local
representative in charge of or involved with the event can be invited to discuss
what the benefits would be for the Council and for the community. The Council
would then be able to ask additional questions prior to moving forward with a
sponsorship.
•

Charity Representative

Charities are always in need of donations or participation in some way within
many communities. A charity representative is usually available to address a
Council to answer questions and solicit involvement.
•

DC General or Sales Manager (Independently Serviced Stores)

At times, the General Manager or Sales Manager could be invited to address
the Council, as these managers work with the independent store Members
they service out of their Distribution Center. These managers have a wealth of
experience within Advance and CARQUEST and could certainly educate the
Council on a number of topics. The scheduling and topics should likewise be done
well in advance.
•

District or General Manager (Company–Owned Stores)

These managers have specific responsibilities for operating company–owned
stores and are also an excellent resource for information. Scheduling and topics
should likewise be done well in advance.
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•

Advance Manufacturer Representatives

Advance Manufacturer representatives continue to provide a strong offer in the
way of education and sales growth. It’s recommended to schedule no more than
one or two manufacturers during a particular meeting. The goal here is to work
with each Council to help them determine their needs and suggest appropriate
manufacturers to meet them. This will keep the Council Members focused on
what is being presented rather than getting lost due to a multitude of presenters.
As stated early on, we should all strive to help our TECHNET Members sell
more work. With that in mind, the CSM should impress upon each presenting
manufacturer that their information should be tailored accordingly. In other
words, it’s not about trying to sell the Council Members a piece of equipment
or the fastest-moving products. Rather, the information presented should help
the Members see the value of using the product or how taking advantage of the
program can help them grow their business. If presented properly, why wouldn’t
the Council Members want to participate?
The CSM should impress upon all manufacturers invited to address a Council that
they should be fully prepared to field questions and provide materials to those
in attendance. Again, the goal here is to educate and assist the Council Members
to help them sell the particular needed service the manufacturer has available to
their customers.
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Local Event Sponsorships
There are many local events that a Council can sponsor, but it’s best to try to
find a local event or charity that the majority of the Council believes in. While
there are thousands of charities, it’s usually best to either support a national
charity that by and large the local community would recognize and support or
a local charity that is popular with the local community (and one that has high
exposure). It is best to stay away from controversial organizations. Whatever
charity the Council decides to support, there is usually a local charity event
planned in the area to raise awareness and gain support. The bottom line is to get
the Council Members to be involved.

Strengthen ties
in your community
by giving back in a
measurable way.

In some instances, certain TECHNET locations could volunteer to be a dropoff point for canned goods or other donations. Or each Member of the Council
could solicit support for the charity at their place of business. Usually, the charity
provides the materials to make the charity drive a success. In addition, radio
stations and other advertising media may allow advertising spots on behalf of the
charitable cause, providing additional exposure to consumers on behalf of the
businesses supporting the cause.

Planning a Local Car Care Fair
Event – April or October
Conducting a local Car Care Fair can raise consumers’ awareness of the
importance of taking care of their vehicles. The prime time for conducting such
an event is either during National Car Care month in April or AAA’s Car Care
month in October.
For more information on local events and currrent partners
visit www.technetprofessional.com.
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COUNCIL ESSENTIALS AND RESOURCES
Council Technical Training Plans
A wealth of technical classroom training is available through the CARQUEST
Technical Institute (CTI). There is certainly no reason why a Council couldn’t set
up a yearly commitment to technical training. CSMs should review this expense
with the Council, and if the Council decides to set up a schedule, then the CSM
should assist in setting up classes for the Council.

TECHNET Essentials Guide Review
Each year, a new Essentials Guide is provided to all TECHNET Members. It is
recommended that a general review of the guide and all the program elements
of the TECHNET Professional Automotive Service Program take place as soon as
possible with the Council.
While there are many included and available programs offered to TECHNET
Members, the reality is that no one Member can implement them all within
their business. It’s important, however, to emphasize that two or even three key
available elements could be implemented by the Members of the Council each
year. A good suggestion would be to allow some of the Members that have
utilized these elements to discuss how they have used or are currently using
these programs, since the Council will tend to respond better if they know that it
has worked for someone already.
When reviewing these program elements, the CSM should try to determine what
the Council might be interested in for the next meeting so that a more detailed
review of specific elements can take place during future meetings.
A good suggestion would be to review only the included program elements
during a Council meeting and discuss how each Member is implementing these
within their business.

SPECIFIC TECHNET PROGRAM ELEMENTS
Review
When reviewing a specific element of the TECHNET Professional Automotive
Service Program with the Council, the CSM or invited guest speaker should be
well prepared. Rather than focusing on the highlights of a particular program,
this review would go into the nuts and bolts of the program, how it works, and
what the benefits are to the Members and to their customers. For example, using
the 24/24 warranty, what are the procedures to handle a claim? Do the Members
provide a copy of the warranty to each customer? Do they explain what is
covered, etc., and what the 25-mile radius means?
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Too many times, we tend to not explain these details and when a situation does
occur, it seems like the problem is much bigger than it really is. Explaining the
details of any program beforehand can help lessen many problems down the
road, as well as promote better program utilization by the Council and individual
Members.
In support of a specific element review, at times it might be possible to get a
representative from the vendor that administers the program. While this would
obviously need to be scheduled well in advance, the Council Members will likely
welcome the additional attention given to them, as well as feel more inclined
to adopt the program element into their business. It is recommended to work
with the selected vendor to coordinate their visit when they have other plans
that bring them in close proximity to your area. While some vendors can make
a special trip to attend, most vendors would prefer to combine a visit with other
travel plans.

Schedule a WebEx Training Session
A WebEx training session is conducted over the Internet, utilizing both a
computer and a phone line. Schedules and topics of sessions throughout the year
will be made available to the Commercial Sales Team. Since the United States has
multiple time zones, all sessions will be indicated to begin at Eastern Time. Each
session usually lasts one hour.
For Council participation, it is recommended that as many Council Members as
possible meet at a location that is equipped with a computer with Internet access
and a phone line. All sessions include questions and answers. Most sessions begin
at 11:00 a.m. Eastern Time. Special sessions can be scheduled in advance and
should be coordinated with the CSM.

Service Presentation by Advance or
CARQUEST Store
From time to time, an Advance or CARQUEST Store Owner or General Manager
could be invited to share with the Council what enhancements have been made
at the store level. While improvements are likely made on a regular basis and the
information is communicated to each Member individually, the Council Members
would likely enjoy hearing from the Store Owner or Manager in a presentation
that promotes positive ways to assist Council Members. An open dialogue during
the meeting should focus on how the improvement will benefit the Council, as
well as how the Council Members can help their store.

Introduction of New Store
Personnel
When new store personnel are hired, what better way to introduce them to
the Members than introducing them during a Council meeting? The new team
member will be able to meet all the Members so that everyone can put a face
with the name. This will promote a closer team environment and continue to build
relationships.
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Local Store Topics of Council
Interest
Any other local topic that the Store Owner, General Manager or CSM feels
important to the Council should be shared with the Council. The Store Owner or
manager should ask to address the Council during any upcoming meeting.

ASE Certification Prep Course
Review/Schedule of Tests
There are many ASE test preparation courses available to technicians. The
Council should review what courses are available from CARQUEST Technical
Institute (CTI).
What is the value of ASE Certification? Simply put, consumers place a high
value on it. They may not know what ASE means, but they do know one thing –
the certificates cannot be bought, they have to be earned. This means that the
business owner and technicians place a high value on their experience and
‘go beyond the call of duty’ to ensure that their customers know their
qualifications. Displaying all credentials so that consumers can easily view
them will make for a great impression. Some TECHNET Members even include a
picture of each technician along with a summary of his or her experience to add
a personal touch.
The Council should review the upcoming ASE test dates and encourage all
Members to register their technicians to stay current on all applicable categories.

Annual Appointments – Areas of
Responsibilities
Most appointed individuals will serve a term of two years in their areas of
responsibility, although annual appointments may be necessary for certain areas.
The Council should make appointments based on when they are in need. It is
recommended that this meeting take place during the fourth quarter of each
calendar year.

Requesting Council Registration
Status from TECHNET Headquarters
In order to better serve the needs of all Councils, a ‘Council Registration Request
Form’ is requested for all new and existing Councils. Once received, a welcome
letter will be sent to the Council chairman, with a copy to the Store Owner or
General Manager and the CSM. The new Council will be assigned a unique Council
chapter number that will be used for reference for communication purposes.
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Potential Council Registration
Benefits
Registered Councils also have opportunities for potential Council benefits:
•

Potential savings on Council training (Business and Technical)

•

Direct communication access to other registered Councils

•

Direct access for input to the National TECHNET Advisory Council Members

•

Potential Council savings from select advertising and marketing agencies

•

Direct communication regarding “What’s New with TECHNET”

•

Special scheduled WebEx training sessions as a Council

•

Council beta test consideration of new programs/enhancements
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The Steering Committee – All Appointed
Council Members
The steering committee is comprised of all current Council appointees and is
really a way for the appointees to get together more regularly to discuss details
of the many areas of Council focus. In addition, the steering committee Members
should act as the main contact arm for all the other remaining Members of the
Council. It’s recommended that each steering committee member be assigned
a certain number of Council Members in order to establish a good working
communications channel. In this way, only a few phone calls by each appointee
would need to be made when scheduling and confirming Council meetings or
setting up special functions of the Council. As more individuals are appointed
for various Council responsibilities, the burdens are lightened and the Council
becomes even more streamlined and closer as a result.
The steering
committee Members
should act as the
main contact arm
for all the other
remaining Members
of the Council.

Duties of Appointees
The following suggestions for duties of appointees will help spread out many
responsibilities among various individual Members within the Council.

Chairman – Appointment for all Councils
The chairman or facilitator attends, opens, presides over and closes all Council
meetings and is responsible for maintaining general order. The chairman presents
all matters for consideration in need of Council approval and facilitates all voting
matters. In addition, the chairman designates individuals to arrange for or assist
in arranging for all guest speakers, meeting content, research into any and all
Council advertising, training or local sponsorships or events, as well as any event
where the Council is concerned.
The chairman also acts as the primary mediator between any and all Member
disputes should they arise, although the chairman can appoint a mediator
from the Council (with steering committee approval) should a particular
Member possess certain talents appropriate for the given situation at the
time. The chairman also discusses privately with any Member that has special
circumstances or any motion approved by the Council, and proposes solutions
with the individual Member. The chairman does not possess any veto power on
any Council vote resulting in a tie.

Term of Service is a maximum of two (2) consecutive years.
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Secretary – Recommended Council appointment with 6 to 9
Members
The secretary, in the absence or the disability of the chairman, performs the
duties and has the authority to exercise the powers of the chairman. The
secretary attends all meetings; records all votes, actions, and minutes of all
proceedings to be kept for that purpose; and shall perform like duties for the
steering committee when required. The secretary maintains the care and custody
of all Council records in a secure place as decided by the steering committee,
including all Council member names, addresses and phone numbers. The
secretary reads minutes of the previous Council meeting during the current
Council meeting. The secretary shall perform such other duties and have such
other authority and powers the president may from time to time delegate.

Term of Service is a maximum of two (2) consecutive years
concurrent with chairman’s term.
Meeting Coordinator – Recommended Council appointment
with 10 to 19 Members
When appointed, the meeting coordinator assumes the responsibilities of
coordinating all Council meetings, including arranging for guest speakers and
meeting content. The meeting coordinator will develop each meeting agenda and
will distribute copies of the agenda to all Council Members prior to each Council
meeting. The meeting coordinator shall perform such other duties and have such
other authority and powers the chairman may from time to time delegate.

Term of Service is a minimum of two (2) consecutive years.
Communications Coordinator – Recommended Council
appointment with 20 to 49 Members
When appointed, the communications coordinator assumes the responsibilities
of coordinating Council communication. The communications coordinator’s
responsibilities include contacting and being contacted by other Councils
that have been recognized by the TECHNET team. This individual is the
conduit for information being researched by the Council. The communications
coordinator also solicits and facilitates questions and answers posed to the
National TECHNET Advisory Council Member(s) for their area, as well as other
key contacts throughout Advance and CARQUEST as directed by the Council,
steering committee and chairman. The communications coordinator maintains
and updates all contact information of other Councils, National TECHNET
Advisory Council Members and any other list of contacts as provided by the
TECHNET Headquarters Team. The communications coordinator shall perform
such other duties and have such other authority and powers the chairman may
from time to time delegate.

Term of Service is a minimum of two (2) consecutive years.
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Training Coordinator – Recommended Council appointment
with 20 to 49 Members
When appointed, the training coordinator assumes the responsibilities of
developing and scheduling all approved Council training activities outside of
normal Council meetings, including securing suitable locations and securing
attendance commitments from the Council Members. Wherever possible, the
training coordinator works with other training coordinators of other Councils and
can contact other TECHNET Members not associated with any Council in order
to solicit and gain support for any minimum attendance required to support
all training activities. The training coordinator shall perform such other duties
and have such other authority and powers the chairman may from time to time
delegate.

Term of Service is a minimum of two (2) consecutive years.
Advertising Coordinator – Recommended Council appointment
with 50 or more Members
When appointed, the advertising coordinator assumes the responsibilities
of developing all approved Council advertising activities. The advertising
coordinator works directly with the selected agency representatives to ensure
that all content approved by the Council is accurate and delivered on time, and
communicates any possible changes to any advertising message and associated
costs with the steering committee. The training coordinator shall perform such
other duties and have such other authority and powers the chairman may from
time to time delegate.

Term of Service is a minimum of two (2) consecutive years
Event Coordinator – Recommended Council appointment with
50 or more Members
When appointed, the event coordinator assumes the responsibilities of
developing all approved local events, including charity drives and local
sponsorships. The event coordinator works with all local event contacts and
coordinates the Council effort in support of all events. The event coordinator
shall perform such other duties and have such other authority and powers the
chairman may from time to time delegate.

Term of Service is a minimum of two (2) consecutive years.
Specific Program Support – Vendor Contact Information
Please refer to the TECHNET Essentials Guide for contacts of all supportive
programs.
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TECHNET Local Council Guidelines
ARTICLE I – OBJECTIVE
Section 1. The TECHNET Local Council is comprised of automotive repair
facility professionals that come together in a non-competitive arena to mentor,
share ideas, resources, expertise, experiences and knowledge for the purpose
of promoting both their businesses and individual growth as leaders in the
automotive industry. To further promote the image of the TECHNET Professional
Automotive Service Program and its Members as an affiliation of quality auto
care professionals, and marketing the TECHNET Professional Automotive Service
Program and its Members to our best ability.

ARTICLE II – ELIGIBILITY FOR COUNCIL MEMBERSHIP
Section 1. Each individual, firm or corporation is eligible for membership in
the TECHNET Local Council upon qualifying for the TECHNET Professional
Automotive Service Program where a Local Council has been established. All
applicants for TECHNET membership shall agree as a condition of consideration
of their enrollment and continued TECHNET Professional Automotive Service
Program membership to abide by these TECHNET Local Council Guidelines,
and all policies, procedures, rules and regulations of the TECHNET Professional
Automotive Service Program.
Section 2. MEMBERSHIP RIGHTS: Each Member shall have such rights and
privileges as are consistent with the TECHNET Professional Automotive Service
Program and the TECHNET Local Council Guidelines. If any Member discontinues
their TECHNET Professional Automotive Service Program membership during a
calendar year, the ex- Member is still responsible for their monthly Council dues
for the remainder of that calendar year.

ARTICLE III – COUNCIL
Section 1. COUNCIL ORGANIZATION: The Council shall be made up of all
TECHNET Members for a given market area as defined by the Members desiring
to form a Local Council.
Section 2. COUNCIL MEETINGS: The Council shall meet on a regular basis,
monthly, every other month or quarterly as determined by the Members. All
TECHNET Professional Automotive Service Members associated with the Council
are welcome to attend and participate. Minutes will be taken and distributed to
all Council Members within a reasonable amount of time as determined by the
Council Members.
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ARTICLE IV – AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITIES
Section 1. APPOINTEES: The Council shall appoint certain Members to various
areas of responsibilities. At minimum, these appointments shall include a
chairman. Depending on the number of Members within the Council, additional
appointments can be made and can include a secretary, meeting coordinator,
communications coordinator, training coordinator, advertising coordinator and
event coordinator. No individual from any independently owned or CompanyOwned Advance or CARQUEST team, Advance Distribution Center, Advance
District or Advance Headquarters may be appointed by the Council to serve in
any capacity on behalf of the Council.
Section 2. STEERING COMMITTEE: The steering committee shall be comprised
of all appointed Members of the Council, to include but not be limited to the
chairman and the secretary, and shall meet on a more frequent basis based upon
current Council projects at hand. Minutes of all steering committee meetings
should be taken and reviewed during the next scheduled Council meeting.
Section 3. RESIGNATION OR REMOVAL: An appointed Council Member may
resign at any time by giving written notice to the steering committee. Such
resignation shall take effect at the time specified therein. If an appointed Council
Member is declared as unable or unwilling to perform his or her appointed
responsibilities in a satisfactory manner, the Council Members shall have the
authority to motion a removal during a scheduled Council meeting and the said
appointed Council Member shall be removed from their area of responsibility by a
two-thirds majority vote of the entire Council.

ARTICLE V – VOTING
Section 1. Each Service Center location shall have one vote for any motioned
Council issue raised during any regularly scheduled Council meeting.
Section 2. Any issue motioned to a vote by the Council, other than the removal
of an appointed Member, shall be carried with a simple majority of the quorum
Council vote.
Section 3. For voting purposes, a minimum of 50% of the total Council
membership present during a regularly scheduled Council meeting will constitute
the voting Council membership.

ARTICLE VI – GUIDELINES
Section 1. These TECHNET Local Council Guidelines shall be reviewed on an
annual basis at the first regularly scheduled Council meeting of the new calendar
year. The Council cannot amend these guidelines without approval by TECHNET
Headquarters team and all requests should be submitted in writing.

ARTICLE VII – COUNCIL DISSOLUTION
Section 1. Should the Council decide to dissolve, a final accounting of all money
will be retuned back to individual Council Members in equal shares.
Section 2. After final disbursements, the chairman will submit notification to the
TECHNET Headquarters team that the Council has been dissolved.
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ADDENDUM I
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technet Local council
registration request form

This form must be completed and submitted by an Advance Professional or CARQUEST sales team member
(Please clearly PRINT or type all entries and verify correct spelling of all group member’s names)
							

Date of Submission:

Name of Individual Submitting This Request:
Region Number:
If District Served, Please Indicate Name of District:
Title of Individual Submitting this Request:
Commercial Account Manager

Account Executive

Commercial Sales Manager

Local Vice President

Store Owner

Other

Date of First Group Meeting to Establish Group or Adopt This Local Council Concept:

TECHNET members Within Group
If the Group Has Existing Officers or Has Elected Officers, Please Indicate All Officers:
Chairman:

Phone Number:

Business Name:

Email Address:

Secretary:

Phone Number:

Business Name:

Email Address:

Meeting Coordinator:

Phone Number:

Business Name:

Email Address:

Communications Coordinator:
Business Name:
Training Coordinator:
Business Name:
Advertising Coordinator:
Business Name:
Event Coordinator:
Business Name:

Phone Number:
Email Address:
Phone Number:
Email Address:
Phone Number:
Email Address:
Phone Number:
Email Address:

Please indicate all non-appointed group members on back page.
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TECHNET local COUNCIL
ADDITIONAL GROUP MEMBERS

Council Member:
Business Name:
Council Member:
Business Name:
Council Member:
Business Name:
Council Member:
Business Name:
Council Member:
Business Name:
Council Member:
Business Name:
Council Member:
Business Name:
Council Member:
Business Name:
Council Member:
Business Name:
Council Member:
Business Name:
Council Member:
Business Name:
Council Member:
Business Name:
Council Member:
Business Name:

Phone Number:
Email Address:
Phone Number:
Email Address:
Phone Number:
Email Address:
Phone Number:
Email Address:
Phone Number:
Email Address:
Phone Number:
Email Address:
Phone Number:
Email Address:
Phone Number:
Email Address:
Phone Number:
Email Address:
Phone Number:
Email Address:
Phone Number:
Email Address:
Phone Number:
Email Address:
Phone Number:
Email Address:
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ADDENDUM II

Advertising and Media Terms
There are many terms that may be unfamiliar to those that don’t live and breathe
advertising on a day-to-day basis. It is for this reason that the following terms are
provided as a point of reference for all Council Members.

BROADCAST MEDIA TERMS
Adjacency
an advertising pod positioned next to a particular TV or radio program. Also
called commercial break positions.

Affidavit
a statement, usually notarized, accompanying station invoices which confirms
that the commercial actually ran at the time stated on the invoice.

Affiliate
a station associated with a network by contract to broadcast the network’s
programs.

Air Date
the first broadcast of a commercial. Also refers to the exact date of a particular
TV or radio program.

Availability (“avails”)
unsold units of time available for broadcasters to sell to advertisers. Also refers to
a station’s submission of programs and rating estimates for advertising planning
and buying.

Average Quarter-Hour Rating
the audience estimate reported by Nielsen for television and radio. It provides the
average number of persons or households who watched/listened for at least 5
minutes of the 15-minute segment being reported.

Bonus Spot
additional TV or radio spot provided to an advertiser at no charge to raise the
overall audience delivery of the schedule.

Break Position
a broadcast commercial aired between two programs instead of in the middle of
one program.

Broadcast Calendar
an industry-accepted calendar used mainly for accounting and billing purposes.
Weeks run Monday-Sunday, and each month is four or five weeks long.

Cable TV
TV programming that is delivered by coaxial cable rather than over the air for
the purposes of improved reception and delivery of additional program choices
beyond the local stations.
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Clearance
a station’s agreement to carry a particular program.

Daypart
one of the time segments into which the day is divided by broadcast media,
determined by type of programming and who provides it (network or local).

Designated Market Area (DMA)
Nielsen’s term for geographical areas made up of exclusive counties based on
which home market stations receive the predominant share of viewing. Also
known as a TV Market.

Diary
an instrument for measuring viewing, listening or reading of media vehicles kept
by people in a sample.

Drive Time
the dayparts used in radio to signify primary listening being done in cars.
Generally considered to be Monday-Friday, 6-10 a.m. and 3-7 p.m.

Households Using Television (HUT)
HUT, a broadcast research term indicating the percent of homes with sets on
during a specific time period.

ID
station identification of its call letters and location, channel or frequency. Also
refers to any commercial message less than ten seconds long.

Infomercial
a long (more than two minutes) commercial providing extensive product/service
description and sales information.

Log
chronological record of a station’s program and commercial exact air times.

Network
two or more stations joined by a line to broadcast the same program from a few
original studios simultaneously.

Network Affiliate
a television or radio station that designates a portion of its air time for network
programs.

O & O Station
a station owned and operated by a network.

O.T.O.
one time only, usually referring to a TV or radio special program.

Overnights
audience data provided by Nielsen to metered market clients the day after the
broadcast.
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Persons Using Radio (PUR)
the percent of the area’s population listening to radio at a specific time.

Piggyback
back-to-back scheduling of two or more brand commercials of one advertiser in
network or spot positions.

Pre-emption
the substitution of one advertiser’s local TV commercial by another advertiser
paying a higher price for the spot, or by a different program of interest.

PVT/PUT (Persons Viewing or Using Television)
the percent of individuals viewing all television stations during a specific time
period, indicating total viewing to TV in general, not to a specific program or
station.

Roadblocking
a scheduling technique where a brand’s commercial airs at approximately the
same time across multiple networks or stations in a given market.

R.O.S. (Run Of Schedule or Run Of Station)
a broadcast schedule where specific programs and air times have not been
requested by the advertiser.

Simulcast
broadcast of the same program at the same time on both AM and FM radio
stations. Can also refer to a radio station simultaneously broadcasting the audio
portion of a TV program.

Spill-In
the amount of programming viewed/listened within a market area to stations that
are licensed to an adjacent market.

Spill-Out
the amount of viewing/listening to local stations outside the home market area.

Superstation
an independent station whose signal is transmitted to many markets via a
satellite.

Sweeps
the four 4-week periods when TV markets are measured by Nielsen for station
viewing and demographic information.

Syndicated Program
a program bought by a station or advertiser from an independent organization,
not a network.

Turnover
the ratio of a cumulative audience to the average audience for a given period
of time. Indicates how loyal a given audience may be for specific stations or
programs.
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Upfront
a term indicating that an advertiser has purchased advertising for the coming
broadcast year in an early buying season, typically for the benefit of lower rates
and Cost Per Thousand (CPM) guarantees.

GENERAL TERMS
Advertising Impressions
number of homes or individuals exposed to an advertisement

Advertising Weight
the level of advertising support over a period of time, expressed in gross rating
points, impressions, target audience reached, etc.

Average Frequency
the number of times the average person or household is exposed to an
advertising schedule. It is always derived from gross rating points and reach.

Barter
a term used to indicate that advertising was paid for by the advertiser using
goods and services rather than cash.

Call to Action
a specific action or request that you hope a person will take, such as “Call For a
Free Consultation”.

Clutter
the term given to the proliferation of advertising messages aimed at consumers.
In TV, it refers to all nonprogram minutes, such as commercials, station
promotions, billboards, public service announcements, etc.

Cost Per Rating Point (Cost Per Point, CPP, Cost Per GRP)
the cost to reach one percent of the universe, households or individuals, in a
given market or geographic area.

Cost Per Thousand (CPM)
the cost to reach 1,000 units of audience (households or individuals) for
advertising. Used as a measure of efficiency among media and media schedules.

Coverage Area
the specific geography where a media vehicle has its coverage. In broadcast,
coverage usually describes the area to which the station’s signal extends. In print,
coverage usually means the circulation area.

CRM
customer relationship management.

Cume (Cumulative Audience)
another way of expressing reach. The total number of different people or
households exposed to advertising at least once during the media schedule.
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Direct Response Advertising
any advertising message that calls for a prompt response to purchase a product
or request more information.

Duplication
the number or percent of the target audience in one media vehicle also exposed
to another vehicle.

Earned Media
publicity gained through promotional efforts other than paid advertising.

Efficiency
the ratio of cost to size of audience used to compare media vehicles, plans or
schedules.

Exclusivity
an agreement whereby a media vehicle agrees to run no advertising directly
competitive to the advertiser purchasing the media vehicle or program.

First Refusal
the opportunity for an advertiser to extend sponsorship rights of a program or
vehicle before it is offered to another advertiser.

Fixed Position
an advertising position which remains fixed over time, such as the inside cover of
a magazine.

Flighting
a technique for extending advertising dollars using periods of media activity
interspersed with periods of inactivity.

Flow Chart
a calendar which dimensionalizes media activity over time, usually a year.

Gross Impressions
the combined audiences of several media vehicles or several announcements
within a vehicle, leaving in the duplication among the audiences.

Gross Rating Points (GRP’s)
the sum of individual ratings in a media plan.

Guarantee
a commitment to the advertiser by a medium that should audience delivery fall
short of what was estimated, the advertiser will receive bonus advertising to meet
the expected CPM or GRP’s.

Heavy-up
an increase in advertising activity for a limited period of time.

Hiatus
a scheduled period of inactivity between advertising flights.
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Integrated Media
when multiple of the big three media types (paid, owned and earned) overlap
and work together in a marketing campaign.

Makegood
comparable unit of advertising offered at no charge when the original spot or ad
did not run or ran incorrectly.

Net Cost
advertising rates which do not include advertising agency commission and/or
include discounts.

Penetration
the degree to which a medium or vehicle has coverage in a specific area. Can also
refer to the effectiveness of advertising’s impact on consumers.

Per Inquiry (P.I.)
agreement between a media owner and an advertiser where the advertiser pays
the owner for advertising on the basis of the number of inquiries or completed
sales from the advertising.

Psychographic
describes consumers on the basis of some psychological characteristics or
life style.

Quintile
the division of the audience or sample into five equal groups ranging from
heaviest to lightest amount of exposure to any medium.

Rate Card
a statement by a medium showing advertising costs, issue dates, program names,
closing dates, requirements, cancellation dates, etc.

Rating
an estimate of the size of an audience expressed as one percent of the total
population.

Reach
the unduplicated percent of a potential audience exposed to advertising one or
more times during a given period.

Roll Out
an advertising technique where advertising is expanded to cover more and more
markets as distribution/product sales are also expanded.

Share
the percent of an audience tuned to a particular program at a given time.

Share of Voice (SOV)
a brand’s percent of the total advertising weight in its product category.
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Short Rate
the cost difference between the discounted contract rate and the higher rate
actually earned by an advertiser if he fails to fulfill the contracted amount of
advertising.

INTERNET TERMS
Adwords
Google’s paid search platform where advertisers can bid for positioning on a
Search Engine Results Page (SERP). These advertisements are placed based upon
keywords.

Banner Ad
paid image advertisements that appear on webpages.

Blog
a regularly updated section of a website.

Click to Call
links that, when clicked on a mobile device, call a phone number.

Contact Form
a series of fields that a user fills out on your website to contact your company.

Content
anything that can be consumed on the Internet, such as pictures, videos, blog
posts or links.

Content Marketing
creating and distributing content to raise awareness about your company online.

Conversion
the successful completion of an action that is deemed valuable by your company,
such as a completing a contact form on your website.

Conversion Pixel
a small invisible image that is used to track conversions on your website.

Display Ad
paid image advertisements that appear on webpages.

Domain Name
for the website, www.yourcompany.com, the domain name is “yourcompany”.

Engagement
when social network users interact with a social media post, commonly in the
form of a like, comment or share.

Event Tracking
code on webpages that allows Google Analytics to track and measure events on
webpages, such as clicks or downloads.
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Goal Tracking
code on webpages that allows Google Analytics to track when certain tasks are
completed, such as a download.

Google
the most popular search engine, although it is not the only search engine.

Google Analytics
a Google tool used to measure data about your website’s performance.

HTML (Hypertext Markup Language)
the standard code language of the Internet that is used to define structure and
layout of webpages.

Hyperlink
a clickable element on a website that takes you to a different webpage.

Infographic
an image created to show data or tell a story in a visually appealing way.

Intent
what someone is looking for when they do a search in a search engine.

Internal Link
a clickable element on a website that takes you to a different webpage on the
same website.

Internet Marketing
helping people connect with and discover your company online.

IP Address (Internet Protocol Address)
a unique string of numbers that identifies each device connecting to the internet.
The IP Address is your website’s home address.

Keyword
any word or phrase.

Keyword List
a list containing multiple words and phrases that are relevant to a specific subject.

Keyword Planner
a Google tool used to research and compile keyword lists.

Landing Page
the first webpage a user is sent to when they arrive at your website from clicking
on an online advertisement or a search result.

Local Listing
business listings, contained on a variety of websites online, that include
information about your company such as its name, address, phone number
and website.
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Microsite
a small website, containing a few pages, focused around a highly specific subject.

Mobile
a word commonly used to refer to smartphones and tablets.

Mobile App
applications found on smartphones and tablets, such as games.

Mobile Optimized
when your company’s website is designed to work on all mobile devices.

Opt-In
when someone agrees to receive your company’s email marketing campaigns by
giving you their email address.

Outreach
the process of sharing your content with influencers online, in the hopes that they
will then share it.

Owned Media
everything your company has direct control over the messaging on, including
your website, your brochures, your call intake staff, and your social media
channels.

Podcast
recurring audio shows that are available for download on demand.

PPC (Pay Per Click)
paid advertising where you pay for every click on your online advertisement.

Remarketing
serving advertising messages to people who have already displayed an interest in
your product or service.

Reverse Image Search
a special type of Google search that starts with an image. The search engine then
finds all of the webpages that contain that image across the Internet.

Reviews
online criticism or praise of your company. There are a number of different review
sites across the web including Yelp, Facebook, Google Plus and Yellowpages.

RWD (Responsive Web Design)
when a website is designed and developed to work and look good on any device,
regardless of screen size.

Search
the act of looking for something on the Internet.
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Search Engine
any website that has a search function. The most common are Google, Yahoo,
Bing and YouTube.

SEO (Search Engine Optimization)
the process of making your website show up in search results by making it search
engine friendly.

SERP (Search Engine Results Page)
the page where search results are displayed after you type a search query into a
search engine.

Server
a computer which sends data (generally in the form of a webpage) to your
computer.

SPAM
unwanted or unsolicited email marketing messages.

Spam Trigger Word
words used by SPAM filters to determine if an email is or is not SPAM.

Subject Line
a sentence describing the content of an email.

UI (User Interface)
where a user interacts with a computer. Your smartphone homescreen is an
example of a user interface.

Unsubscribe
when someone permanently removes themselves from your email database.

URL (Universal Resource Locator)
the full web address of an individual web page.

UX (User Experience)
the overall experience someone has when visiting your website (Was it easy to
navigate? Could I find what I was looking for easily?)

Vanity URL
a custom URL, generally branded for marketing purposes, that is easier to
remember.

White Paper
an online document that you usually have to provide an email address to receive.

Yahoo
a search engine, similar to Google.
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INTERNET METRICS
Average Time on Page
how long the average visitor stayed on a specific page of your website, for a
given period of time.

Bounce Rate
the percentage of people that leave your website after viewing only one page.

Conversion Rate
the percentage of people who completed a specific, trackable action.

CPA
cost per action.

CPC (Cost Per Click)
the cost you pay for one click on your online advertisement.

CPM (Cost Per 1000 Impressions)
the cost you pay to deliver 1,000 impressions of an advertisement.

CTR (Click Through Rate)
the percentage of people who clicked on your online advertisement when they
saw it.

Engagement Rate
the percentage of people who interacted with a social post after they saw it.

Exit Rate
the percentage of people who left your website from a specific page.

Impression
one view of your advertisement.

Klout
a metric used to gauge influence on social networks.

Open
the number of times your email marketing campaign was opened.

Open Rate
the percentage of people who opened your email marketing campaign.

Page Authority
an estimated metric used to determine how well a given website is likely to rank
in search engine results.

Page Load Speed
the time it takes for a given webpage to fully load.

Pages Per Visit
the average number of pages people visit on your website.
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Quality Score
one of the metrics used by Google to determine the position a paid search
advertisement shows in.

Search Volume
the estimated number of times a given keyword is searched for in a given period
of time.

Session
the actions a user takes on your website, within a defined time frame.

Unique Click
the number of different people who clicked a specific link.

Unique Click Rate
the percentage of individual people who opened your email marketing campaign
and clicked a link inside of it.

Unique Open
the number of different people who opened your email marketing campaign.

SOCIAL MEDIA TERMS
Check-In
a social network feature that allows a person to announce their arrival at a
certain place.

Comment
a written response left on a social media post.

Cover Photo
the large image located at the top of most social media profiles.

Engagement
when social network users interact with a social media post, commonly in the
form of a like, comment or share.

Facebook
the largest social network. Facebook connects people with friends, family
and businesses and allows users to share images, videos and updates on a
personalized profile.

Facebook Application
web based programs, that live in “tabs” on a Facebook business page, allowing
users to do such things as sign up for an email list.

Google+
Google’s version of Facebook. Google+ allows users to create and share content
with friends, family and businesses.
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Hashtag
a word or an unspaced phrase prefixed with the hash character (or number sign),
#, to form a label. It is a type of metadata tag.

Instagram
a mobile-only social network where users can only share photos and videos.

Like
the Facebook function which allows users to show appreciation for someone’s
social post or business page.

LinkedIn
the professional social network which allows users to connect with other
professionals and showcase their work experience, talents and expertise.

Open Graph
web code that determines what information (title, image, description, etc) is
displayed when someone shares a link from your website onto a social network.

Pin
can have multiple meanings depending on if it is being used as a noun or a verb.
All of the individual posts on Pinterest are referred to as “pins.” When content is
shared on Pinterest, that content has been “pinned.”

Pinterest
a social network where users create different collections of images around certain
themes such as fashion, food and DIY projects.

Pinterest Board
a collection of images about a specific theme on Pinterest.

Plus One
the Google+ equivalent of a Facebook like.

Profile Photo
a picture that appears with all of a user’s posts on a social network. Profile photos
help to distinguish one social network user from another.

Re-gram
when an Instagram user shares another user’s image or video on Instagram.

Re-Pin
when a Pinterest user pins an image to one of their own boards that another user
has already uploaded to Pinterest.

Retweet
when a user shares a Tweet from another user on Twitter.

Re-Vine
when a user shares another user’s video on Vine.
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Social Media
websites where users engage in conversations by generating and sharing content
directly with other people.

Social Network
a website where you can create a profile, connect with people, and share content
– such as Facebook or Twitter.

Social Platform
a synonym of social network.

Social Post
a general term used to describe when a social network user shares content on a
social network.

Social Profile
individual pages on a social network, created and controlled by an individual or a
company, where all of a user’s content can be found.

Social Share
when a social network user shares content on a social network.

Trending
a word, phrase or topic that is tagged at a greater rate than other tags is said to
be a “trending topic.”

Tweet
when a Twitter user posts something to Twitter.

Twitter
a social network which allows users to post short messages in 140 characters or
less.

Vimeo
a video sharing site that functions similar to YouTube.

Vine
a video-only social network that allows users to share videos that are, at most, 6
seconds long.

Viral
a term that describes content that is widely shared across multiple social
platforms, to the point where it generates extremely high interest levels.

Yelp
a review-focused social network where users leave reviews about their experience
at different businesses.

YouTube
the largest video sharing social network. YouTube is owned by Google and is
currently the second largest search engine.
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OUTDOOR TERMS
Billboard
an outdoor advertising display. Also, in broadcast, a short 5 or 10 second
announcement indicating advertiser sponsorship of a program.

BULLETIN
the largest standardized outdoor format; typically measuring 14’ x 48’ in overall
size. Sold either as permanent displays or in rotary packages.

Facing
the cardinal direction that an outdoor unit faces. As an example, or north-facing
bulletin is viewed by vehicles traveling south.

Mobile Billboard
a truck equipped with one or more poster panel units. The truck can either be
parked at specified venues or driven around designated localities.

Poster Panel
the standard outdoor advertising display unit, usually 12’ 3” x 24’6”

Showing
a group of outdoor boards which provide a certain percent coverage of a market,
usually purchased in increments of 25 (e.g. a #25 showing, a #50 showing, a #75
showing, a #100 showing).

Print
Audit Bureau of Circulations (ABC)
organization of publishers, advertising agencies and advertisers for verifying the
circulation statements of Member publications.

Bleed
a term used for print advertising that extends all the way to the edge of the page
with no margin. Many magazines charge a premium for the bleed, usually 15%.

Business Publication Audit of Circulation (BPA)
an organization for auditing the circulation of business (trade) publications.

Checkerboard
magazine advertising that uses diagonal quarter or half page ads alternating with
editorial.

Checking Copy
a copy of a publication sent to the advertiser and the agency as proof the ad ran
as ordered.

Circulation
the total number of distributed copies of a publication at a specified time. Also, in
broadcast, the total number of households within the station’s coverage area. In
outdoor, the number of people passing the billboards who have an opportunity to
see the advertising.
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Closing Date
the date by which all advertising must be ordered from the specific media vehicle
in order to secure the dates/times/positions requested.

Column Inch
a unit of newspaper space one column wide and one inch deep (14 agate lines).

Direct Mail Advertising
any printed material sent through the mail directly to prospective customers.

Double Truck
a newspaper ad unit that uses two facing full pages, including the gutter or fold.

Gutter
the blank space between margins of facing pages of a publication.

Insertion Order
written instructions from the advertiser or agency authorizing a publication to run
a specific advertisement in a specific issue. Also specifies cost per ad and size of
ad, as well as any request for special position in the publication.

Island Position
a print advertisement surrounded completely by editorial.

Line Rate
the cost per agate line for newspapers.

Magazine Supplement
the magazine section of a Sunday newspaper produced either locally or
nationally.

Net Paid Circulation
a term used by ABC for the circulation of a publication for which at least 50% of
the subscription or newsstand price has been paid.

PBW, P4C
abbreviations for Page Black & White and Page Four Color.

Pass-along Audience
readers of magazines or newspapers who did not purchase the publication. Also
called secondary audience.

Publisher’s Statement
a notarized statement from the publisher of total circulation, geographic
distribution, method of getting subscriptions, etc.

Readers Per Copy
average number of readers for one copy of a newspaper or magazine.

Regional Edition
an edition of a national publication’s circulation that falls in a certain geographic
area for which advertising may be purchased separately, usually at a cost
premium.
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Remnant Space
magazine space sold at reduced prices at the last minute when another
advertiser’s materials do not arrive or to fill out regional editions.

Run Of Press or Run Of Paper (ROP)
a newspaper insertion for which an exact position is not requested but left to the
newspaper’s discretion.

Split Run
scheduling two or more executions of an advertising message in alternate copies
of a magazine’s circulation in a given issue.

Tabloid
a newspaper measuring about 5-6 columns wide by 200 lines deep, about 2/3
the size of a standard newspaper.
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ADDENDUM Iii

THURSDAY 9/1
Northern NJ TECHNET Alliance Meeting

Please join your fellow TECHNET Members at our next scheduled
TECHNET Alliance meeting on Thursday, September 1, 2016.
Please return this registration form to your Commercial Account
Manager or fax it to (845) 208-8863.
TECHNET Shop
Number of attendees

Please RSVP to attend by August 29th, 2016
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ADDENDUM iV

TECHNET LOCAL Council Questionnaire
For Use With a Council Meeting
There needs to be an evaluation process with any organization. We need to take
some quality time to plan for productive meetings and a path for a TECHNET
Local Council. Please take a few minutes to fill out this questionnaire and bring it
to the next meeting. The questionnaire and our meeting discussion will result in
setting up quality meetings and classes for the upcoming year. These meetings
and classes will help us share successes and ideas with each other, which will
benefit all of our businesses.
1.

What purpose does the TECHNET Program serve you and your facility?

2.

Choose 3-5 of the following topics below that you would be interested in
having for future meetings and/or classes. We will combine these suggestions
and present a tentative meeting/class schedule for next year.

Meeting Topics
Marketing
Customer retention
Legal requirements for invoicing and authorization
Statistics—how and what to track
Review of TECHNET membership elements
CTI training
Workflow
Procedures and policies
Specialty tools and equipment—what’s out there
Gasoline—how it’s formulated and blended with what effect
Other
Other

Class Topics
How to utilize the Internet in the office and in production
Phone etiquette class
CTI diagnostic equipment class
Advance Auto Parts/CARQUEST updates/concerns
T&E show
Other
Other
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3.

What information would you be willing to share with the group at a meeting.?
(i.e. classes you have taken or great information to share)

4.

What are your expectation or goals for this group over the next year?

5.

Please list any other suggestions, comments or questions you may have to
help this group move forward.

6.

Please list concerns or questions you have pertaining to Advance Auto
Parts/CARQUEST.

7.

What are your marketing plans for this year? What marketing elements of
TECHNET will you be using? What other marketing elements will you include
in your plan other than TECHNET?
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